= functional logic languages
Main result of this paper: only one of these extensions is sufficient! 
Extra variable: rule variable not occurring in left-hand side
CLASSES OF TERM REWRITING SYSTEMS
Inductively sequential term rewriting systems: § no overlapping left-hand sides in rules § operations inductively defined on datatypes
OIS: overlapping inductively sequential TRS: allow rules with multiple right-hand sides:
(S(S(S(S(S(S(O)))))))

ISX: inductively sequential TRS with extra variables
Main result: OIS with rewriting ⇐⇒ ISX with narrowing Functional evaluation: (lazy) rewriting
Functional evaluation: (lazy) rewriting
Functional logic evaluation: narrowing: guess values + rewriting
add(x,S(O)) =:= S(S(S(O)))
; {x → S(S(O))}
EVALUATION: REWRITING VS. NARROWING
add(x,S(O)) =:= S(S(S(O))) ; {x → S(S(O))}
Needed narrowing: demand-driven variable instantiation and rewriting
Sound, complete, optimal evaluation strategy [JACM'00]
ELIMINATING OVERLAPPING RULES
Transformation OE: OIS−→ISX:
Replace overlapping rule f (t n ) → r 1 ? · · · ? r k by: 
Replace overlapping rule f (t n ) → r 1 ? · · · ? r k by:
ELIMINATING OVERLAPPING RULES: RESULTS
Proposition: R ∈ OIS ⇒ OE(R) ∈ ISX Correctness w.r.t. results computed by needed narrowing: Value generator operation instOfS defined by (overlapping) rules
VALUE GENERATORS
S: sort defined by datatype declaration
Value generator operation instOfS defined by (overlapping) rules
Lemma: ∀ ground constructor terms t of sort S: instOfS * → t 
